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We have fabricated microdisk lasers from �-conjugated polymers that show multiline emission

spectrum upon optical excitation. Using Fourier transform analysis, each emission line is assigned

integer to an interger Bessel function that helps to estimate the field distribution inside the

photoexcited polymer microdisk. We found that the microdisk can sustain two different laser modes

with different, though complementary, field distributions and that the index of refraction decreases

with increasing excitation intensity. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.
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Microdisks are small, photolithographically defined cir-

cular resonance structures with an inherently high optical

quality factor, Q . One use of such structures is to fabricate

microlasers based on high luminenscent materials.1–4 Other

uses are to investigate material optical properties such as

laser threshold,5 spontaneous emission efficiency,6 and its

time dynamics.7 Microdisks of �-conjugated polymers have

been reported previously for an active medium such as a

substituted poly ⑦phenyl vinylene✦, namely poly⑦dioctyloxy✦

phenylene vinylene or DOO-PPV. An 8 ♠m diameter micro-

disk laser demonstrated an emission spectrum consisting of

only one logitudinal mode.8 In this letter we show that the

investigation of larger diameter �-conjugated polymer mi-

crodisks has led to some unexpected physical effects such as

different resonant laser modes in the cavity and a decrease of

the polymer index of refraction at higher excitation intensi-

ties.

Photolithographic fabrication and reactive ion eching

techniques borrowed from semiconductor manufacturing al-

low the fabrication of microdisks from films of DOO-PPV. A

1 ♠m film of the polymer is spin cast onto a glass substrate.

Photoresist is then spun on top of the polymer and circles are

patterned into the resist. The polymer is then etched in a

plasma and the remaining resist is removed. The resulting

polymer microdisks are then optically excited at 532 nm with

100 ps pulses of the second harmonic of a Nd:YAG regen-

erative amplifier. The microdisk devices are photoexcited in

vacuum to avoid photodegradation. The laser emission is

collected with a 1 mm diameter fiber optic placed several

millimeters from the device. The emission is sent through a

1/2m spectrometer, detected with a charge coupled device,

CCD, and recored on a personal computer. The overall spec-

tral resolution of the collection setup is 0.02 nm. The poly-

mer microdisk investigated here has a diameter of 55 ♠m

and a thickness of 1 ♠m, for an active volume of 2400 ♠m3

or 2.4✸10✷9 cm3.

Figure 1⑦a✦ is a SEM image of the polymer microdisk

profile taken by tilting the substrate an angle of 40 degrees.

The wall profile shows a smooth face, which means there is

little scattering due to surface roughness. These physical

characteristics define a microcavity which allows for optical

feedback and laser emission. Figure 1⑦b✦ is the top view of

the microdisk showing the smooth boundary with a surface

roughness on the order of 300 nm. The smooth circular

boundary allows for total internal reflection to confine the

emission.

Figure 2⑦a✦ is the emission spectrum from the 55 ♠m

diameter microdisk laser measured above the threshold in-

tensity. There are many well spaced and narrow emission

lines. A closer examination of the spectrum reveals two se-

ries of modes, one series, a has a larger amplitude than the

other. For the larger intensity peaks, the spacing, ❉✁a for the
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FIG. 1. Scanning electron microscope image of the microdisk; ✄a☎ is the

wall profile and ✄b☎ is the top view.
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modes averages 1.27 nm, while for the smaller peaks the

spacing ❉�b averages to 1.31 nm. The equation for mode

spacing of a Fabry–Perot cavity can be used where the

roundtrip distance 2L is replaced by the microdisk circum-

ference ♣D; the expected mode spacing is then ❉�

✺�
2/n♣D , where n is the index of refraction and D is the

disk diameter.9 The mode spacing values would suggest that

the product of index of refraction and diameter, nD is differ-

ent for the two mode series.

The very narrow emission lines indicate that the cavity

quality factor, Q is high, on the order of 3000, and only little

emission escapes during each cycle. The cylindrical geom-

etry of the disk allows the wave equation to be separated into

different analytic functions in each of the r and ✉ directions10

with the radial direction consisting of Bessel functions. Since

the Q value is high, an approximation can be made that the

fields go to zero at the polymer air interface. For the field to

be zero everywhere along the interface, the argument of the

integer Bessel function, Js(kr) must be zero at the boundary:

Js⑦2♣nR/�✦✺0, ✁1✂

where R is the disk radius. Bessel functions have many ze-

ros, so this condition can be written as

Xst✺⑦2♣nR/�✦, ✁2✂

where Xst indexes the tth zero of Bessel function of order s .

In order to describe all the modes, the product of nR

must be known to several decimal places. An accurate value

of nR comes directly from the Fourier transform of the emis-

sion spectrum.9 Figure 2✁b✂ is the Fourier transform of the

emission spectrum 2✁a✂. If the units of the emission spectrum

are measured in wave vector (k✺2♣/�) then the units of the

Fourier transform are length.11 In Fig. 2✁b✂ we see a single

series of well spaced peaks. The Fourier transform gives

peaks at nR at 50.7 ♠m. The physical disk diameter, D

✺2R is 55 ♠m and from the measured value of nR gives

1.84 as the effective index of refraction. This value indicates

that the fields of the modes are entirely contained within the

polymer disk since the index of refraction of the DOO-PPV

polymer is 1.8, which we measured by ellipsometry on an

unetched polymer film.

An attempt is shown to fit the strongest peak in the emis-

sion spectrum at �0,a✺629.65 nm. The starting Bessel index

s0 is how many wavelengths can fit around the perimeter.

For the polymer disk we get s0✺503. The first zero of

Bessel function 503 occurs at 517.89, which when using Eq.

✁2✂ with nR✺50.7 ♠m from the Fourier transform gives an

expected wavelength of �0,a✺615.01 nm, in disagreement

with the data. Investigation of Bessel functions with the first

zero at the polymer air interface near s0 reveals that s

✺491 fits reasonably well with an expected wavelength

�0,a✺629.75 nm, which is a difference of 0.1 nm from the

measured value. In this laser mode, the index of refraction

versus radius n(r) has a single discontinuity at the edge of

the disk. It may be then that the field goes to zero not at the

first zero of a Bessel function, but at a higher order zero.

Attempting to use a higher zero yields an even better match.

With the third zero of Bessel function s0✺471, the predicted

wavelength value �0,a✺629.67 nm for the main emission

peak. The difference of 0.02 nm is within the system resolu-

tion. Neighboring emission peaks correspond to successive

integer values of Bessel functions. The entire series of main

peaks can thus be fit with a series of Bessel functions as seen

in Fig. 2✁a✂. The greatest discrepancy is just 0.08 nm for the

series of seven peaks described by a series of Bessel func-

tions 468✱s✱474 and the product of nR✺50.7 ♠m. We

note that there are no adjustable parameters in this fit.

The minor peaks in the emission spectrum of Fig. 2✁a✂,

the b series, have yet to be considered. Neither the first nor

the third zeros of any Bessel functions accurately describe

these peaks. Some sort of echo effect is unlikely since they

have a different spacing than the main peaks. The spacing,

❉�b of these peaks is larger than ❉�a indicating that the

product nD is smaller for this laser mode. The Fourier trans-

form does not seem to show a second cavity, only singular

harmonics are present. The spacing of the minor peaks,

❉�b , is about 3% larger than the major peaks; the spacing of

points in the Fourier transform is 4.6 ♠m, which is roughly

3% of the product of nD , or 101.4 ♠m. The next point below

FIG. 2. ✄a☎ DOO-PPV microdisk laser emission spectrum above excitation

threshold intensity; ✄b☎ Fourier transform of the emission spectrum shown in

✄a☎.

FIG. 3. Field distribution for Bessel functions s0,a✆471 and s0,b✆468 that

describe the two laser mode series ✄a☎ and ✄b☎ of the polymer microdisk. The

two Bessel functions are normalized so that the first zero of s0,b✆468 and

the third zero of s0,a✆471 is at the boundary, respectfully.
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101.4 ♠m in the Fourier transform occurs at 96.8 ♠m in Fig.

2⑦b✦ and we will then use this value for nD to fit the minor

peaks. The same fitting procedure used to fit the major peaks

will be used to fit the most intense minor peak occuring

❧0,b✺630.09 nm. The first zero of Bessel function s✺468

gives a wavelength o❧0,b✺630.06. The neighboring minor

peaks fit nicely in a series with nD 96.8 ♠m. Higher zeros do

not seem to fit well. Again, the series of six minor peaks is

described with no adjustable parameters with 467✱s✱472.

Insight as to why the same disk can support these two

laser mode series is provided by plotting the field distribu-

tions. The absolute value of Bessel functions s0,a✺471 and

s0,b✺468 are plotted in Fig. 3. In this figure Bessel function

471 has been scaled so that the third zero occurs at the disk

radius and Bessel function 468 has the first zero scaled at the

disk radius. We see that the field distribution for the major

peaks ⑦a✦ penetrates further into the interior of the disk and

extends through more gain medium. The highest intensity for

either normalization occurs just before the first zero. It is

now apparent that the field distribution for the function with

three maxima s0,a has gaps where the field intensity is close

to zero. If another field distribution can occur in the physical

space where the first field has minima, then the second field

may experience enough gain to lase. As plotted, the maxi-

mum of Bessel function s0,b✺468 fits between the second

and third maxima of Bessel function s0,a✺471. The peak

occurs between 0.97 and 0.99 nR .

The field from the major peaks that originates from

Bessel functions with three maxima, may alter the index of

refraction of the polymer in the cavity; this may explain the

reason why the product nR is different for the two series of

peaks. One strong indication of this possibility is observed

by plotting several excitation intensities together. Figure 4

shows the emission spectra of the microdisk laser at several

excitation intensities, I1– I3 . The overall pattern of the emis-

sion modes is the same, but there is a clear shift of the

position of the emission spectrum. The main peak shifts from

❧0,a✺629.94 nm at I1✺44 nJ/pulse to ❧0,b✺629.24 nm at

I3✺140 nJ/pulse. Assuming that this peak corresponds to

Bessel function s0,a✺491, the product of nR decreases from

101.43 ♠m at I1 to 101.31 ♠m at I3 . The microdisk diameter

should increase due to heating making nR larger at higher

excitation intensities. We thus conclude that the main effect

is the change in the polymer index of refraction with I.

At higher intensities the polymer’s index of refraction

decreases. The inset of Fig. 4 shows the change of n with

excitation intensity by solving Eq. ⑦2✦ for n given the ob-

served emission wavelength and assuming a constant value

for R . If the index change is due to the field intensity, then

the average index of refraction between the second and third

maxima of the main peak’s field would be less than the in-

terior of the polymer disk. The regions with a lower index of

refraction between the second and third maxima is where the

Bessel functions with one maxima occurs and this explains

why the peaks correspond to a value of nR that is slightly

less than the rest of the polymer disk.

In conclusion, the Fourier transform of polymer micro-

disk emission spectrum has allowed assignment of the laser

emission lines to integer Bessel functions. The same disk can

support two different field patterns, which leads to the ap-

pearence of a major and minor series of peaks in the laser

emission spectrum. The index of refraction of the polymer

has been shown to be intensity dependent.
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FIG. 4. Microdisk laser emission at several intensities. The inset shows the

effective refraction index vs intensity, which was obtained from the Fourier

transform of the emission spectra.
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